
Operations Tutorial:
ORION Management System
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Logging into ORION 
& Accessing Your 
Shops' Dashboard

Section 1



Visit app.airprodiag.com in your web 
browser and log-in to your ORION 
account using the credentials your 
AirPro representative gave to you.
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Note: we recommend using Google Chrome



When you log in, save to favorites 
and save your password.

Save to the unit tablet, desktop 
and/or phone for quick access.
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Your shop name will appear in the drop-down 
box. If you have access to more than one 
shop, select the shop you want to see.
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Importing Data From CCC
Section 2
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You will be able to 
transfer data from CCC.

When in a "Workfile" in CCC, you can 
send vehicle information to AirPro by 
choosing "Secure Share" and 
selecting "ORION"



The imported information will appear on your open dashboard as shown below:
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Creating a Repair
Section 3



If you are unable to 
transfer your data from 
CCC, or need to add a 
repair manually, click the 
'+ Add Repair' button
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Enter VIN # here

Enter the VIN # in this field. 
This is a copy and paste 
field from your Desktop.
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This VIN has been decoded correctly

If an error message appears, re-check your VIN 
#. If it is correct, there may be a concern with the 
NHTSA for decoding the VIN #.

This VIN has not been entered correctly
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If the Air Bags are Deployed 
check the appropriate box. 

Click 'Vehicle Drivable' if 
appropriate, leave unchecked if 
not.

Fill out 'Repair Info' drop downs.

Vehicle information will transfer 
over from certain Estimating 
Systems. If you do transfer 
over, check to make sure all the 
information is correct.
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NOTE: vehicle on -engine off
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After selecting your points of impact, click 
the 'Create' or 'Cancel' button to Exit.

If you are at the vehicle with 
the tool connected you 
can select 'Create And Request'.

Next, select your Points of Impact
• Verify correct points were transferred



Understanding Your Dashboard
Section 4



After you have created the repair, you will be directed back 
to your active dashboard. The information you just entered 
will show below.
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If this information was transferred over from 
your estimating system, click the orange icon 
('Edit' button) to make sure all the information 
was entered correctly.



To look at your active, cancelled, completed, 
invoiced and/or paid repairs select the drop down 
as shown here:

You can search by VIN, Make, Model or RO #. Just 
enter info into the search bar hit enter or click

You can use the 'Refresh' button on the dashboard to 
refresh from your desktop. You can customize to 10, 
25, 50, 100 scans showing per page.
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You will now see a blue wrench icon, your orange edit icon and the 
red check mark.

When you are ready to request your scan, click the blue 
wrench (after the AirPro Tool is plugged into the OBD2) and the vehicle 
on, engine off.

This is your edit repair icon. You can edit your repair from this 
icon.
For example: update the RO#, Insurance Company, Miles, Points of Impact etc. 
You can change this information even after the scan has been performed. It will 
update your report automatically. If you have already printed it or saved it, you 
may need to re-due that to keep your report correct.

This is your completion check.
If the insurance company calls and says “We are going to total this vehicle and no 
further action required.” You will select this.
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Once you have clicked the red 
check mark a survey will 
appear.

Surveys are very important to 
us. We take these just as 
seriously as any shop would.

• 1 being Poor
• 5 being Great

If you do not have time to 
complete you may click
‘Skip and Complete’.

If you complete the survey, 
click ‘Complete’ when you are 
done. 

To cancel, just click ‘Cancel’.
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After completing a repair, you will find it under the 'Completed'
repairs section. You can access this by selecting 'Completed' from 
the drop-down menu on your dashboard as mentioned earlier.

Once you have selected to re-open the repair, this 
window will appear. Click 'Re-Open' or 'Cancel'.
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If you hover over the icons the description will 
appear.
As you can see you now have a few new icons.

This is your re-open icon.

For example: The insurance company wants to 
go ahead with repairs you just click this icon 
and it will automatically go back to your active 
dashboard.

This is your 'Repair Info' icon.
You can review information.
This is your 'Clone' icon.
You can clone the repair if needed.



Great! You're ready to request a scan

• Take the tool to the vehicle.
• Connect the tool to the vehicle OBD2 Port
• Vehicle on/engine off.

Click the blue wrench next to the correct vehicle information.
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Requesting a Scan
Section 5



1. Request Category: Select pre or post-scan option

2. Request Type: This will automatically select depending 
on your above selection

3. Device: This will auto-select unless you have multiple 
units, if so you will select the unit in use for this scan.

4. Warning Indicators: Select which warning 
indicators appear on the vehicle, if any. If there are 
none, select ‘None’

5. Other Warning Info: Detail any additional issues that may
not be described above

6. Damage Description: Write a description of the damages

7. Notes: Any additional notes you think may be useful

8. Contact: Select contact person for this scan. If they’re not 
listed, select ‘Other’ and enter their name and phone number

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Once the tech has completed the scan the wrench will 
go back to blue so when you are ready to do your 
post scan just click the blue wrench.
You now have a new icon, the green paper:

This is your scan report icon.

Once the AirPro Professional Tech has accepted the 
scan, your blue wrench will turn orange. If you hover 
over the icon it will show who the tech is for this scan 
request. As shown here:
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Your report will download on 
the bottom left of your screen. 



When you are ready to perform a Completion Scan

simply hit the blue wrench and perform steps.

Once you have performed the completion scan, 
the AirPro Professional Technician will complete 
the scan report. Once the report is completed, it 
will automatically be sent over to your selected 
personnel. It will then go into ‘Completed’ and 
then into ‘Invoiced’. See here:
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Once you have paid the bill it will be sorted into 
the ‘Paid’ selection.

By clicking , you can review your invoice 
and it will automatically download on the 
bottom left-hand side of your screen (in Google 
Chrome).



Some reminders & helpful tips

You can hover the icons and see more information at-a-glance

You can customize your Repairs Dashboard

You are our eyes for the repairs, the 
more information you supply the better 
we can assist you.



Administrator/Manager Access
Section 6



If you are an Admin, you can 
change and add account users.

Click ‘Administration’ then
‘Access Management’
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To block a user select . It will ask if you want to 
block this user select ‘Confirm’ or ‘Cancel’.

To Edit a users’ info click the orange 'Edit' icon.
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(904) 717-1711 | AirProDiagnostics.com

We are ALWAYS here to help!

Customer Support Email: support@airprodiag.com

Customer Support #: 904-717-1711 Option 1

IT #: 904-717-1711 EXT 1713

Tech Support Email: techsupport@airprodiag.com
• For repair set up and Brand Specialists support

mailto:techsupport@airprodiag.com

